Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews
Thread: I-Doser | My Gift To You | Free Binaural Beats
(Brainwave Entertainment)
Arsenic - April 12, 2017, 4:53 pm

Arsenic with another give-away.
First, what is a binaural beat? I asked my friend wikipedia and he said this:
Quote:A binaural beat is an auditory illusion perceived when two different pure-tone sine waves,
both with frequencies lower than 1500 Hz, with less than a 40 Hz difference between them, are
presented to a listener dichotically (one through each ear).[1] For example, if a 530 Hz pure tone is
presented to a subject's right ear, while a 520 Hz pure tone is presented to the subject's left ear, the
listener will perceive the auditory illusion of a third tone, in addition to the two pure-tones presented
to each ear. The third sound is called a binaural beat, and in this example would have a perceived
pitch correlating to a frequency of 10 Hz, that being the difference between the 530 Hz and 520 Hz
pure tones presented to each ear.
In other words, a binaural beat is audio that, when listened to with high quality headphones,
changes your brain waves based on which frequencies you listen to. They can make you calm,
focused, energized, sleepy, etc. They change the way you think.
Ok cool, so what is I-Doser?
I-Doser is a brand of binaural beat. Think of them as the most well known artist of a particular genre
of music, if that genre were binaural beats. I-Doser is known for using binaural beats and taking this
technology to the extreme, with tracks like Cocaine, NZT-48, Bufo Toad, Lucid Dream, Peyote,
Viagra, etc. Yes, they have essentially found a way to change your brainwaves to behave similarly
to various drugs. YES IT IS SAFE and there is no risk involved.
Check out I-Doser's website for a list of doses they have. There are many different categories to
explore!
Here's the catch. When you buy a dose from I-Doser, you buy a digital file that has to be opened
with I-Doser's proprietary software in order to listen to the dose. The dose becomes locked after you
listen to it. In other words: You buy the dose, you use it once, and then you have to buy another.
My Solution:
I rip the dose files into WAV files so they can be listened to on any platform as many times as you
want Why wav? Because mp3's are too unstable for this. Trust me, I tried using mp3 as the file
format and it corrupted the dose (the audio would stop playing unexpectedly).

I highly recommend the Confidence track. It helps me think calmly and clearly. Whenever my
thoughts are racing this is my go-to dose. Prozium also does something similar. It is another flavor, if
you will. Reset restores your brain to normal 8hz level, or normal and awake, which is also very
useful to help you think clearly. Sleeping Angel is a great one to fall asleep to. Bufo Toad is one of
my favorites for thinking creatively. Anyway, use the I-Doser link above to check out the full
description for each dose.
How do you use the audio files?
You MUST wear headphones for the audio to work. You can NOT play them out loud on a speaker.

Lay down or get comfortable in a chair, close your eyes, and let your thoughts wonder. Yes,
sometimes you can open your eyes, which I do occasionally when I'm doing work, but they work
best when you have your eyes closed and you focus on your thoughts. I can personally tell its
working when my thoughts are different from any other time in my recollection. In other words, your
thoughts will become awesome and you'll have no idea how you can up with the imagery in your
head. Also, your state of awareness will change.
The WAV files are huge so I have only converted a few. However, I can take requests. I have many
other idoser files that I can convert, or if you want to purchase one from I-Doser I can convert it to a
WAV for you.

BigDickBandit420 - April 12, 2017, 11:58 pm

Thank you sir. I'll be downloading them all once I'm on the universities high speed connection. Did
you use Audacity to record the sounds from your audio card?
Arsenic - April 13, 2017, 1:58 am

(04-12-2017 6:58 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Thank you sir. I'll be downloading them all
once I'm on the universities high speed connection. Did you use Audacity to record the sounds from
your audio card?
I use a specialized program. The kind a nerdy programmer releases to a handful of people when he
gets bored. I suppose you can use audacity to record your sound card too - I hadn't thought of that!
kalpan56 - April 13, 2017, 2:40 am

Thanks!
Arsenic - April 13, 2017, 5:43 am

(04-12-2017 9:40 PM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks!
You're very welcome!
I just added DMT, Insomniac, Peyote, Trip, and You Choose to the mediafire bank. (Uploading as I
type this. approx 300 megs per wav file.)
Trip was my first dose. First, most memorable, and favorite. DMT is right up there with Peyote, Trip,
and Bufo toad for creative, trippy thoughts. Insomniac helps a lot when I can't sleep. It knocks you
out harder than sleeping angel, while sleeping angel puts you in an upbeat mood while gently
putting you to sleep. You Choose is a lengthy track. "Sometimes you just want to dose until you feel
good." The purpose of You Choose is to listen to it until you just feel good and you can choose when
to stop listening. It sweeps from very low to very high frequencies.
Enjoy!
BigDickBandit420 - April 13, 2017, 7:00 am

I've had the desire to try DMT for 8 years. I'll report back.
BarefootOxford - April 13, 2017, 4:38 pm

Thanks for the shares, man. I'd love to see how their NZT product works, if you have that.
Arsenic - April 13, 2017, 6:24 pm

(04-13-2017 11:38 AM)BarefootOxford Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks for the shares, man. I'd love to see
how their NZT product works, if you have that.
I do have the mp3 but from what I remember it is corrupt and stops playing about 3/4 of the way

through. I'll do my best to track down the original file I had and convert it. Will PM you when I have
done so.
In the meantime, if anyone has a subscription to Google Music, I-Doser has some of their "CD"
tracks on there. I-Doser has dose files as well as their CD audio files but the catch is that the CD
tracks are shorter in length and do not work as well.
kalpan56 - April 15, 2017, 7:22 am

I used Bufo Toad yesterday. I am blown away. Seriously, one of most craziest audio ever heard. I
had a very creative night indeed. I am going to try others. Let's see what DMT does. I will update
you guys on later.
Thanks a lot Arsenic for sharing this jewels. This are amazing beats.
Can you suggest good headphones under &#36;80 for listening this ?
kalpan56 - April 15, 2017, 8:01 am

Can I request some doses ?
This does are very interesting.
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2&products_id=91
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3&products_id=119
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2&products_id=92
(essential)
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=34&products_id=396
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=16&products_id=210
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&products_id=300
Check them out. They are interesting to start. Success one pick my interest. It includes a lot of
different tracks. There are some others which I found interesting to test out.
Thanks.
Arsenic - April 15, 2017, 5:34 pm

(04-15-2017 3:01 AM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;Can I request some doses ?
This does are very interesting.
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2&products_id=91
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3&products_id=119
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2&products_id=92
(essential)
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=34&products_id=396
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=16&products_id=210
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&products_id=300
Check them out. They are interesting to start. Success one pick my interest. It includes a lot of
different tracks. There are some others which I found interesting to test out.
Thanks.
I use Sennheiser HD 280 Pro's. They are &#36;100, however. I can't recommend any other
headphone under &#36;80 because I have no experience. Only recommendation - Anything but

Beats headphones.
I uploaded Confidence earlier. I'm about to upload Adderall and chakra for you I don't have the
others that you linked to, but if you are willing to pay for them then PM me with the files and I will
convert them for you.
I'm in the process of converting about a dozen more for you guys. Most of the idoser files in my
mediafire have been downloaded 30+ times so I'm guessing a few of you like them
Arsenic - April 16, 2017, 12:28 am

I was not able to locate my original nzt file so I am not able to convert it to wav. However, I did find
an old mp3 conversion. I cant recall if the file is corrupt or not (the song will stop before finishing and
will restart.) Anyways, I uploaded the mp3. Let me know if it works or not.
Just added:
NZT (see above)
Beta
RAVE
First Love
Memory+
Marijuana
Hand of God
Gates of Hades
Orgasm
Quaalude
Xanax

The "alpha" brain state that people talk so much about... I dont care for it. It makes me focus
inwardly too much. BETA brainwaves are where you want to be! Beta waves allow you to focus on
whats going on around you and allows you to be in the moment. Alpha bad. Beta good. Alpha is
more so for meditating.
RAVE is funny. it'll make you want to jump up and down to the music in your head. No, the techno
music on your head wont stop and its kind of awesome. It gives you lots of giddy energy as well.
First Love... wow. Use at your own risk. It brings up memories of you and the first person you fell in
love with. Your emotions and memories become very vivid and intense. If you want a trip down
memory lane, go for it. Its a dangerous dose in my opinion.
Hand of God and Gates of Hades... use at your own risk. Look these up on idosersoftware.com
BAALhammon - April 16, 2017, 1:41 am

And that is something new to me, thanks and I will try it all once I replace my 2 dollars chinese
earphones
DrChocolate - April 16, 2017, 1:43 am

Thanks heaps Arsenic. Much abliged for ur effort. Repping ya right now.
Thanks again
Arsenic - April 16, 2017, 5:54 am

Don't mention it - I do it for the community I like the new sig DrChocolate. Mad props on that

collection!
I would love to hear about everyone's experiences with I-Doser. Its a fun little rabbit hole and
parallels self improvement and self-help quite nicely. I discovered I-Doser many years before I ever
knew about pheromones so I'm always around if anyone wants any help. Shoot me a PM or
comment here. Cheers!
DrChocolate - April 16, 2017, 6:04 am

(04-16-2017 12:54 AM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Don't mention it - I do it for the community I like the
new sig DrChocolate. Mad props on that collection!
I would love to hear about everyone's experiences with I-Doser. Its a fun little rabbit hole and
parallels self improvement and self-help quite nicely. I discovered I-Doser many years before I ever
knew about pheromones so I'm always around if anyone wants any help. Shoot me a PM or
comment here. Cheers!
Ha haaa. Thanks mate. Its the new updated stash l have atm. A few more PSX products to come
into that collection. Just waiting for'em to hit Aus.
Am actually listening to NTZ now. But inside the car stereo. I can defo say it's doing something to
me brain. am loving it a bit concerned on using the downer type'a Doses cos am driving. But defo
liking NTZ so far. And that's on the car stereo sysrem. Will keep listening to it on head phones as
well when home.
Will defo update ya's in due course.
Thanks again Arsenic.
Arsenic - April 16, 2017, 6:20 am

(04-16-2017 1:04 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Ha haaa. Thanks mate. Its the new updated stash
l have atm. A few more PSX products to come into that collection. Just waiting for'em to hit Aus.
Am actually listening to NTZ now. But inside the car stereo. I can defo say it's doing something to
me brain. am loving it a bit concerned on using the downer type'a Doses cos am driving. But defo
liking NTZ so far. And that's on the car stereo sysrem. Will keep listening to it on head phones as
well when home.
Will defo update ya's in due course.
Thanks again Arsenic.
Noooo binaurals only work if you play them using headphones! Its the whole principle of different
frequencies being sent to each ear that allows your brain to make changes in response to the
frequencies. You may notice 'something' through stereo but the real magic happens when each ear
is isolated Very curious to see how nzt with headphone effect you!
DrChocolate - April 16, 2017, 6:23 am

(04-16-2017 1:20 AM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Noooo binaurals only work if you play them using
headphones! Its the whole principle of different frequencies being sent to each ear that allows your
brain to make changes in response to the frequencies. You may notice 'something' through stereo
but the real magic happens when each ear is isolated Very curious to see how nzt with headphone
effect you!
Roger that. Will defo keep ya's posted. Thanks.
kalpan56 - April 16, 2017, 8:15 am

I tested 2 of the doser 1) DMT and 2)Bufo Toad.
1) DMT : I had high expectation on this. Maybe, it was because of my current headphones. I need
to upgrade. I might be getting a new one from Europe soon. Will give it another try in future.
2) Bufo Toad: I listened to this twice. It has opened up my creativity. I can dream in day light. It is
simply amazing Dose.
Testing some other stuff. Will update the result soon.
Thanks
Arsenic - April 17, 2017, 12:38 am

(04-16-2017 3:15 AM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;I tested 2 of the doser 1) DMT and 2)Bufo Toad.
1) DMT : I had high expectation on this. Maybe, it was because of my current headphones. I need
to upgrade. I might be getting a new one from Europe soon. Will give it another try in future.
2) Bufo Toad: I listened to this twice. It has opened up my creativity. I can dream in day light. It is
simply amazing Dose.
Testing some other stuff. Will update the result soon.
Thanks
Looking forward to your results! I'm glad Bufo worked well for you.
DrChocolate - April 17, 2017, 12:53 am

Quicky.
NZT and chakra seems to have a long term usage to be able to gain results. Idoser site says the
same. So I've started using it before bed and after I wake up. Last night I was a TIIIIIINY bit tipsy.
Not drunk though.
Chakra seems to calm me down and put me to sleep. NZT while me eyes closed, am having lucid
dreams. Good ones. And automatically wake up after the track has run its course. I like it. (and
that's on Samsung ear phones) planning to get a good quality set of head phones soon. will keep
ya's posted.
Thanks.
kalpan56 - April 17, 2017, 7:15 am

Yesterday experiment :
- First Love: Well, it proved that I never been in love with anyone in my life. I think it is because of
lot of work done previously. It was happy feeling while listening to this sub. I was very happy for next
5-6 hours. Extremely happy and childish. This was an interesting experience.
- Hand of God: The reviews for them intrigued me too try this out. I tried it before going to sleep.
Sadly, pass out in 5 minutes. Don't remember much. Might give it a try again.
@drchocolate:
I think chakra dose will work better after meditation. It is on my to test list today. Hope to see some

difference.
Thanks.
BarefootOxford - April 17, 2017, 3:57 pm

(04-16-2017 7:53 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Last night I was a TIIIIIINY bit tipsy. Not drunk
though.
The Australians I've known defined "tipsy" as "able to lay on the floor without holding on".
DrChocolate - April 17, 2017, 8:06 pm

(04-17-2017 10:57 AM)BarefootOxford Wrote: &nbsp;The Australians I've known defined "tipsy" as
"able to lay on the floor without holding on".
Lol. That's affirmative mate. I was laying on the bed this time but. Without holding on.
DrChocolate - April 17, 2017, 9:20 pm

Quicky on NTZ;
So last night I was normal. Lol. Not tipsy. But really tired.
Am trialling amd experimenting with different volume levels. And high volume levels're good in me
humble opinion. Also, didn't feel or see the lucid light dreams last night. On high volume. But I fell
asleep on it with me ear buds on and woke up this morning. I got a few more affirmations tracks and
they're on "all loop". Am defo feeling energetic.
Am very new to this binaural beats science. So I'll trial and error many different volume levels and
different sitting, laying and standing positions to see if I can get different results. Also, I think eyes
closed, is good for hillucination tracks? Am not sure. But with uppers I believe it doesn't matter if
eyes're shut or not? Still learning and experimenting.
For the members with experience on binaurals, do u guys listen to it on high volume or low volume
or medium? And with eyes shut and body still or with eyes open while working on other things? Am
trying NZT while cleaning me car as I type this. Thanks in advance.
Arsenic - April 17, 2017, 10:28 pm

For best results:
Headphones are a must. Over the ear headphones, none of that apple earpod BS
Eliminate distractions. People, cell phone, etc
Lay Down and get comfy
Close your eyes. Keep them closed.
Put something over your eyes / turn off the lights
Meditate during the session. Zone out. Let your thoughts come to you. Don't zone out too much or
you'll go to sleep.
Sometimes I have a coffee before I dose to make sure I don't doze off.
Volume: Lower is usually better. Half volume or less. Most doses start off soft and get louder within
3 minutes. However, each person is different so play around with it a little. For an extra bonus: Play
a subliminal while you dose.

Edit:
I sometimes listen to the more energetic doses while I'm working and I'll keep them on loop. Yes it
works but not as well.

DarkLord1 - April 18, 2017, 8:07 pm

Very nice contribution, Arsenic. I tried the NZT. Not sure if it's supposed to sound that way (like "wha
wha wha" with some of static) because of your comments about MP3 formats, etc.
I will say that I feel very clear headed after NZT and in the zone a bit. I'm not ready to take on evil
doers with my skills yet, but it's a nice start.
ShadowX114 - April 18, 2017, 10:02 pm

I tried marijuana while working, I didn't notice any effect. I guess I really should lay down eh? The
problem with that is that I won't feel calm if I do that during the day because I will always feel that I
should be working instead of "laying down" and "wasting time".
Arsenic - April 18, 2017, 10:29 pm

(04-18-2017 3:07 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Very nice contribution, Arsenic. I tried the NZT. Not
sure if it's supposed to sound that way (like "wha wha wha" with some of static) because of your
comments about MP3 formats, etc.
I will say that I feel very clear headed after NZT and in the zone a bit. I'm not ready to take on evil
doers with my skills yet, but it's a nice start.
Ah so it does play all the way through, very good. Since it does play all the way through then no, it
is not corrupt. The wah wah comes from the ears each listening to a different frequency (by design)
and the static is white or pink noise which is meant to distract your thoughts as it changes and to
block outside noise from being heard.
(04-18-2017 5:02 PM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;I tried marijuana while working, I didn't notice
any effect. I guess I really should lay down eh? The problem with that is that I won't feel calm if I do
that during the day because I will always feel that I should be working instead of "laying down" and
"wasting time".
Having to lay down and "waste time" has always been an issue for me as well. It's hard to make
time. I find that doses which enhance alertness go well with working and any other dose is really
meant to be taken time for to lay down and close your eyes.
DrChocolate - April 19, 2017, 3:41 am

I can second what Arsenic is saying. Earbuds don't work as much although it feels like something is
happening inside the brain. Headphones're essential to achieve the best results.
I got a pair of Sennheiser for 120 Australian dollars and I can definitely see the results. NTZ is
definitely working on me. I can second what DarkLord is saying. My results are similar to his.
Sharkra is the other dose I'm trying these days. And it's looking positive.
Edit; Chakra. Not Sharkra. Thabks.
Arsenic - April 21, 2017, 12:19 am

As per DarkLord's request, I uploaded Pheromone. Here is the description:
A pheromone is a chemical signal that triggers a natural response in another member of the same
species. There are alarm pheromones, food trail pheromones, sex pheromones, and many others
that affect behavior or physiology. Their use among insects has been particularly well documented.
In addition, some vertebrates and plants communicate by using pheromones. I-Doser has created
an external reverse pheromone, a breakthrough concept that attracts other through subsection:
I-Doser gives you a steady dose of confidence, allure, and ecstasy. A fully complicated binaural
formula that makes you feel more attractive. This natural sentiment will make you more attractive to

your allure through the quality you will emit after dose.
I have not tried it, but it seems like a confidence boosting sexualizer. Give it a try and let me know
what it does for you guys.
In other news, Confidence has been downloaded 70 times
DrChocolate - April 21, 2017, 1:07 am

(04-20-2017 7:19 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;In other news, Confidence has been downloaded 70
times
I've downloaded all of'em. Lol.
Quicky;
Hand of God is one scary Dose. For me anyway. Half way thru I've removed me Head phones. Lol.
NZT is defo helping me. I love it.
Chakra also is helping me heaps. Thanks again A.
Arsenic - April 21, 2017, 1:08 am

(04-20-2017 8:07 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I've downloaded all of'em. Lol.
Quicky;
Hand of God is one scary Dose. For me anyway. Half way thru I've removed me Head phones. Lol.
NZT is defo helping me. I love it.
Chakra also is helping me heaps. Thanks again A.
HOG has never worked for me. Do you mind explaining what was scary about it?
DrChocolate - April 21, 2017, 1:12 am

(04-20-2017 8:08 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;HOG has never worked for me. Do you mind
explaining what was scary about it?
It's like some kinda unexplainable force is about to come me way that I can't control it.
Me own animal instincts kicks in and am about to fly. NOT fight. It's defo a weird feeling. That's
when I removed the headphones.
Kinda like a viscious Doberman is about to attack me, so am running away as fast as possible if
that makes sence.
I never woulda thought a sound can give me that feeling. Lol.
Arsenic - April 21, 2017, 1:15 am

(04-20-2017 8:12 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;It's like some kinda unexplainable force is about
to come me way that I can't control it.
Me own animal instincts kicks in and am about to fly. NOT fight. It's defo a weird feeling. That's
when I removed the headphones.
Kinda like a viscious Doberman is about to attack me, so am running away as fast as possible if

that makes sence.
I never woulda thought a sound can give me that feeling. Lol.
Wow, thats wild. Very wild indeed.
Some users report a force of sorts sitting on their bed and then getting up repeatedly. I havent tried
it in ages so I might circle back around to it.
I Uploaded an mp3 version of After Awake that I had laying around. It makes for a very peaceful,
meaningful, purposeful day.
"AfterAwake was designed to be a first-thing in the morning dose as a soul cleanser, boost of
unparalleled energy with no crash, and the tuning you need to have a successful and happy day.
Precisely developed to be part of a daily dosing regimen, AfterAwake can be a vitamin for your mind
and open pathways to supreme productivity. Full day brain tuning is here after years of intense
research and development. See if it has a lasting effect on your day."
kalpan56 - April 21, 2017, 6:04 am

My test:
Hand of God: I enjoyed this a lot. It was fun to get some ancient knowledge. This is very interesting
one. I am going to test this more in future. More focus attempts will help.
Chakra: I saw some flowers. This was an interesting to mix. I didn't trip at all. It was mostly internal
journey. It did something. I don't know what.
Pretty interesting.
I ordered the SENNHEISER HD-280 headphones. It will take a week to deliver at my place. I will
test again on them. One thing is true. This Doses works.
@drchocolate,
Go to 10 days Vipasana sibir. It will remove your fears from this kind of stuff. Only few people can
handle intense spiritual experience. It is tough to be in void. It is difficult path indeed. Worth a try.
Arsenic - April 21, 2017, 7:50 pm

(04-21-2017 1:04 AM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;My test:
Hand of God: I enjoyed this a lot. It was fun to get some ancient knowledge. This is very interesting
one. I am going to test this more in future. More focus attempts will help.
Chakra: I saw some flowers. This was an interesting to mix. I didn't trip at all. It was mostly internal
journey. It did something. I don't know what.
Pretty interesting.
I ordered the SENNHEISER HD-280 headphones. It will take a week to deliver at my place. I will
test again on them. One thing is true. This Doses works.
@drchocolate,
Go to 10 days Vipasana sibir. It will remove your fears from this kind of stuff. Only few people can
handle intense spiritual experience. It is tough to be in void. It is difficult path indeed. Worth a try.

Ancient knowledge huh. Very cool
When you said you saw flowers with the chakra dose. My mind immediately visualized the 7
chakras. Perhaps you adjusted your brain's ability to communicate with the different regions of your
body. I find that through meditating my brain and body sync up well, especially if I visualize the part
of my body that I want to sync up. If that makes any sense.
You will not regret buying Sennheiser HD 280 pro's I've had mine for years. They very accurately
reproduce music. You can hear all sorts of odd things in music that you never knew were part of the
recording. I also use them for studio headphones while playing my electric drums and I find that they
work a hell of a lot better than my brother's Bose noise canceling headphones, which are &#36;300.
Very durable. Mine have seen some days.
As I type this, I am uploading the Speed dose. I will try it out for the first time after I pay my barber a
visit today.
Speed's Description:
When we did a poll asking I-Doser users what they were looking for, many said they would love a
pick-me-up for when days were sluggish. Our popular French Roast dose did the trick, but the
emails still poured in. They wanted more, complete awake, aware, heart-pounding, spine tingling
awake to REALLY get trough a day (or, a night!) Here it is, perfected and FINALLY available after
months of waiting: SPEED! Get: increased energy and alertness, a decreased need for sleep,
euphoria, increased sexuality, and visual & auditory hallucinations. You must be aware this is more
extreme than other wake-you-up doses, so it is recommended for only advanced users. VERY
advanced users.
I have never had visual hallucinations from listening to a dose, but what I can say is that you very
well may see things in your mind's eye that can be unusual. Think of it like brief moments of day
dreaming. My 2 cents.
kalpan56 - April 22, 2017, 7:47 am

Update:
Luckily, I got my headphones earlier than expected. Well, I like it. It proves me that I am not an
audiophile. This are good noise cancellation. It can be used at lot of places. In trains and other
hated places. This is not a reviews of headphones. It is just a view on them.
What I did with the headphone?
Chakra: I played chakra again yesterday. It was out of curiosity. I was listening it while working. It
felt smooth. After few minutes, I can feel a irritation in my throat. My throat felt like burning. It must
be my closed throat chakra. I cannot communicate well in my life.
Hand of God: This took me by surprise. I played this laying on the bed. For 5 minutes, nothing
much happen. Except for some realization. I thought of this as duh for next 15 minutes. As nothing
was happening.
Suddenly, at 20 minutes, things got scary. I lost my senses. I was in a void. It was a dark place.
And my body felt like X. I cannot move at all. My heartbeat was racing faster than I can describe off.
The whole place around me was dark. All I can sense is my heart beat.
I can sense how little I am in the universe. My troubles means nothing to the universe. It was a
feeling of deep emptiness and sense of being with oneself.

This was a very interesting 10 minutes for me. I woke up immediately after the music stopped.
I took a breath around and felt my surrounding. It was definitely soothing to see familiar stuff
around. My throat felt choked. Took some water and rest for an hour.
Bufo Toad: This is my favorite till now. The most pleasurable dose till now. Took it after HOG. It
made things fun and pleasurable. I enjoyed it a lot.
Going to test out HOG tom and other doses soon. Will report back.
Thanks Arsenic for the share. Definitely, worth exploration.
DrChocolate - April 22, 2017, 8:14 am

(04-22-2017 2:47 AM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;Update:

Hand of God: This took me by surprise. I played this laying on the bed. For 5 minutes, nothing
much happen. Except for some realization. I thought of this as duh for next 15 minutes. As nothing
was happening.
Suddenly, at 20 minutes, things got scary. I lost my senses. I was in a void. It was a dark place.
And my body felt like X. I cannot move at all. My heartbeat was racing faster than I can describe off.
The whole place around me was dark. All I can sense is my heart beat.
I can sense how little I am in the universe. My troubles means nothing to the universe. It was a
feeling of deep emptiness and sense of being with oneself.
This was a very interesting 10 minutes for me. I woke up immediately after the music stopped.
I took a breath around and felt my surrounding. It was definitely soothing to see familiar stuff
around. My throat felt choked. Took some water and rest for an hour.

Thanks Arsenic for the share. Definitely, worth exploration.
I second this. The fear is the same replicated feeling I had.
Also, after u mentioned it, about the heart Beat, that's actually replicated in me run too. Elevated
heart beat.
Personally, from what I know, elevated heart beats can flip both sides. Good and bad. If I see a
good friend o mine after a long time, especially if it's a chick mate, then me heart beat elevates and
that's an elevated heart beat with a good feeling.
But let's say, if there's a benzine smell in the mine around stock piles, then that's a VERY scary
feeling. That's the same feeling I got when I was listening to HOG.
Arsenic - April 22, 2017, 3:47 pm

I ran out of storage on my mediafire. These Wav files are HUGE lol
New Link for Doses: Download More Doses Here!
The old link will remain up. New doses will be uploaded here now.
Thanks Kalpan for sending me the Ginko and Kava dose!

Newly added:
Ginko
Kava
Adrenaline
A-BOMB
DrChocolate - April 22, 2017, 5:30 pm

(04-22-2017 10:47 AM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;I ran out of storage on my mediafire. These Wav files
are HUGE lol
New Link for Doses: Download More Doses Here!
The old link will remain up. New doses will be uploaded here now.
Thanks Kalpan for sending me the Ginko and Kava dose!

Newly added:
Ginko
Kava
Adrenaline
A-BOMB

Thanks heaps Arsenic.
Could u recommend a good telepathy binaural beat (to communicate telepathically with ur loved
ones) and a good "win the lottery beat"? I can buy'em and send u the data. And we'll share'em on
ur thread.
Thanks.
Arsenic - April 22, 2017, 11:39 pm

(04-22-2017 12:30 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks heaps Arsenic.
Could u recommend a good telepathy binaural beat (to communicate telepathically with ur loved
ones) and a good "win the lottery beat"? I can buy'em and send u the data. And we'll share'em on
ur thread.
Thanks.
Shit dude. be careful with that.... Divinorum is what came to mind first. Browsing through the spirit
section, I see clairvoyance and ESP which may also be of interest to you. I am uploading Divinorum
for you now.
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=16
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&products_id=332
As for lottery and such, check this out:
http://idosersoftware.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=9&products_id=396
Packs are a great way to save money.

Arsenic - April 23, 2017, 3:54 pm

This is The New Download Link! So sorry guys, I had a problem with the last "new" link. This one
has 50G of storage so it should be good for awhile
Arsenic - April 23, 2017, 9:01 pm

I tried Hand of God. Sadly it didnt do much for me. Same story as with when I tried it years ago. At
first I was seeing lots of cool imagery. An old time bazaar of people - thousands of people
intermingling, as seen from a birds eye view. Then I saw myself on a lake guiding a canoe. All of a
sudden the canoe began to fall downwards and sink into the lake, further and further down. I was
underwater yet could still breathe. I felt like Avatar the last air-bender before he became frozen in
ice. I became fearful but I embraced it. It was very dark and I was very cold.
For the remaining 20 mins I got nothing. As I type this I'm aware that I have a somewhat different
understanding of the environment around me and I'm a little zoned out. I can see buildings and
structures from a birds eye view in my minds eye as I type this, which actually is quite neat, but I
was hoping for a bit more of a profound spiritual experience. For what it is its not bad however.
Arsenic - April 23, 2017, 10:35 pm

Newly added:
Attract Love
Attract Success
Attract Money
Attract Power
Provided by DrChocolate! Thanks Doc for purchasing the above doses!
DrChocolate - April 23, 2017, 10:40 pm

With the hope of every success you's r seeking.
May all ur dreams come true.
DarkLord1 - April 23, 2017, 11:02 pm

(04-23-2017 4:01 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;I tried Hand of God. Sadly it didnt do much for me.
Same story as with when I tried it years ago. At first I was seeing lots of cool imagery. An old time
bazaar of people - thousands of people intermingling, as seen from a birds eye view. Then I saw
myself on a lake guiding a canoe. All of a sudden the canoe began to fall downwards and sink into
the lake, further and further down. I was underwater yet could still breathe. I felt like Avatar the last
air-bender before he became frozen in ice. I became fearful but I embraced it. It was very dark and I
was very cold.
For the remaining 20 mins I got nothing. As I type this I'm aware that I have a somewhat different
understanding of the environment around me and I'm a little zoned out. I can see buildings and
structures from a birds eye view in my minds eye as I type this, which actually is quite neat, but I
was hoping for a bit more of a profound spiritual experience. For what it is its not bad however.
Arsenic,
You have given a powerful gift to the community. Thank you again for this contribution.
Here is something that I have found helpful and you may be already doing it and if so, please
disregard.
1. Reset

2. Condition (available via the app for sure...not sure where else....description says that it may help
the next dose work better) seems to really help.
3. Dose and repeat
I'm using all the other techniques that you put out. Couldn't recall if you played with the conditioning
or not.
AfterAwake is as good as you said. Sustained energy levels and positive attitude no matter what
happened. Brain+ and NZT seem to speed up my brain function. My recall has been better than it
has in years.
The companies forum and customer service still has me shaking my head, but the products are
very legit. Bravo again for the add and the continued support.
Works faster than Subliminals for me...which makes me curious what would happen if the two were
combined.
Arsenic - April 23, 2017, 11:20 pm

(04-23-2017 6:02 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Arsenic,
You have given a powerful gift to the community. Thank you again for this contribution.
Here is something that I have found helpful and you may be already doing it and if so, please
disregard.
1. Reset
2. Condition (available via the app for sure...not sure where else....description says that it may help
the next dose work better) seems to really help.
3. Dose and repeat
I'm using all the other techniques that you put out. Couldn't recall if you played with the conditioning
or not.
AfterAwake is as good as you said. Sustained energy levels and positive attitude no matter what
happened. Brain+ and NZT seem to speed up my brain function. My recall has been better than it
has in years.
The companies forum and customer service still has me shaking my head, but the products are
very legit. Bravo again for the add and the continued support.
Works faster than Subliminals for me...which makes me curious what would happen if the two were
combined.
I have not had a chance to play with Condition. The reason being that it, paired with a consecutive
dose, takes a great deal of time which requires extra dedication to the cause. Today is a lazy
Sunday - perhaps I'll give it a spin and listen to Hand of God afterwards I'm also curious what kind
of effect it will have on doses that typically work well for me. In other words - I know the effect will be
amplified so I'm excited to see the results.
Yes, please do combine them with subliminals!

I dose using my laptop. I play a supersonic sub from sub-shop on a very low volume as I'm listening
to the dose. (2 separate media players.) If the sub is screeching at all then the volume is too loud.
You can also use the trickling stream / masked subs in the background as long as the dose is still
the center of attention.
kalpan56 - April 24, 2017, 5:59 am

@drchocolate,
Thanks for buying new doses. Definitely worth trying.
@Arsenic,
Hand of God worked for you. You had that feeling of darkness. HOG cannot go any further. In the
darkness, you can find all the answers and truths. The darkness is very profound place to be in. You
can read scriptures to understand that darkness. It is scary place but impacts profoundly.
Trying it won't give you better results. People exaggerate spiritual experience too. They are not
some sci-fi stuff. They are very simple. We all have one but don't recognize them.
Please check your PM. Thanks.
Arsenic - April 24, 2017, 5:37 pm

(04-24-2017 12:59 AM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;@drchocolate,
Thanks for buying new doses. Definitely worth trying.
@Arsenic,
Hand of God worked for you. You had that feeling of darkness. HOG cannot go any further. In the
darkness, you can find all the answers and truths. The darkness is very profound place to be in. You
can read scriptures to understand that darkness. It is scary place but impacts profoundly.
Trying it won't give you better results. People exaggerate spiritual experience too. They are not
some sci-fi stuff. They are very simple. We all have one but don't recognize them.
Please check your PM. Thanks.
Thank you Kalpan for sharing Chakra Muladhara (root) and Chakra Swadhisthana (Sacral)! I have
converted both and added it to the collection for anyone to download.
I gave root chakra a spin last night. It was very... sobering. Very insightful and welcoming. I learned
a lot about myself and my environment. I fell asleep for a time during the middle so I am looking
forward to giving it another whirl. I feel much more grounded and focused today.
Vincent_Vega - May 13, 2017, 3:55 pm

More experiences?
Arsenic - May 15, 2017, 1:45 am

NZT did me well for my exams. As did Confidence. I'm not an anxious dude but damn, finals were
brutal. Confidence helped replace my anxious mood with a mood of feeling calm, collected, and
grounded.
If you want stories im chalk full of em

Vincent_Vega - May 15, 2017, 6:06 pm

(05-14-2017 8:45 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;NZT did me well for my exams. As did Confidence. I'm
not an anxious dude but damn, finals were brutal. Confidence helped replace my anxious mood with
a mood of feeling calm, collected, and grounded.
If you want stories im chalk full of em
Sure, tell us some stories!
Arsenic - May 15, 2017, 6:55 pm

(05-15-2017 1:06 PM)Vincent_Vega Wrote: &nbsp;Sure, tell us some stories!
Here's one for ya.
When I was in high school... sophomore year I believe... I became very interested in lucid dreaming
and out of body experiences. The lucid dream and out of body Idoser helped but I wanted more. I
got the idea to loop Out of Body while I slept one night. I'll let you decide whether it was a good idea
or not.
For the next few months I became more reserved. More thoughtful. More introspective. More
analytical. I could step back and analyze a situation whereas other's would lose their cool. I found
myself zoning out during the day and what came to my mind was unlike anything I had experienced
before. Driving past a lake (passenger) my mind's eye would fill with images of the bottom of the
lake. I would see rocks, trees, logs, fish. If I zoned out on a tree I could see the tree and its roots
and rotate them as a solid figure in the space of my mind just like a 3D render. I could do this with
buildings. I would see the building as a whole and then I could examine all the rooms on the inside
like I was looking at a model. I could rotate the structure like I did with trees. I was able to do with
with my entire high school building. I could do this with cars, electronics, etc - I could pull apart the
layers of the electronic components.
Now - obviously I didn't become psychic. The renders I saw clearly were not 100 accurate, although
they did allow me to think differently and understand objects as they take up space. Spacial
understanding I suppose you'd call it.
To this day I can trick my mind into going into that mode. Sometimes it is helpful whether I want to
think differently or If I just want to zone out and entertain myself.
plenty more where that came from
kalpan56 - May 16, 2017, 6:08 am

I listened to chakras dose many times. This has improved a lot of things in my life. For me,
connecting to people has become easier and my roots has become very strong. My confidence in
myself out of the roof.
Both the chakras has bought up lot of fears to me. Especially, related to my sexuality. I am not
comfortable with my sexual thoughts. This become very apparent. I am working on this stuff. Now, it
is not easy to deal with. Without this dose, I won't be able to aware of this problem.
Peyote is amazing for me. It is the best trip out of other dose. I see a lot of things. I am not
comfortable mentioning my vision. As it is in the private accounts. You will find yourself flowing and
lot of stuff happening around.
Basically, this works. I found this doses great. They are quick fixes though. You will not make
permanent changes quickly. Maybe , after a month of regular use.

Thanks Arsenic for sharing this with me. I am not interested in many other doses. I am using the
ones I liked. Here are them: Swadhistana chakra, Muladhara chakra, Peyote, and hand of God. This
doses I try to use everyday depending on the time.
ShadowX114 - August 30, 2017, 6:33 am

Anyone still listening to these?
DrChocolate - August 30, 2017, 6:35 am

(08-30-2017 1:33 AM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;Anyone still listening to these?

Yep. Enjoying'em too. Recently I tried viagra. Lol. Had a massive boner for a good hour.
DarkLord1 - August 30, 2017, 1:41 pm

(08-30-2017 1:33 AM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;Anyone still listening to these?
I am. Very freaky how they work. I haven't tried any of the drug ones, but the ones I have tried have
worked....Maybe not as strong as I had hoped, but they did work.
I.E...The orgasm one didn't make me orgasm, but I did feel sexual pleasure from listening to the
stream.
And my perception seems sharper with the ESP one, but you didn't hear about the dark lord
winning the lottery, so there's that.
When I listen in this order to Reset, Condition and Specific dose, I get better, stronger results.
My movements (reaction time) and general thinking speed up with NZT. Chakras work really well in
centering me.
ShadowX114 - August 31, 2017, 7:36 pm

DarkLord, by perception, do you mean 6th sense? Usually, I used to think the 6th sense thing is
more in the "voodooish" side but over the past few months, my 6th sense has been happening a lot,
I'm starting to be a believer.
Are you guys (Dr. Chocolate and DarkLord) listening to them by following the rules of being laid
down with eyes closed or are you doing another method? When I used to listen to the subliminals by
SubliminalShop, I used to do them in my sleep or while working (the raindrop track was helping me
focus)
DarkLord1 - September 1, 2017, 12:03 am

(08-31-2017 2:36 PM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;DarkLord, by perception, do you mean 6th
sense? Usually, I used to think the 6th sense thing is more in the "voodooish" side but over the past
few months, my 6th sense has been happening a lot, I'm starting to be a believer.
Are you guys (Dr. Chocolate and DarkLord) listening to them by following the rules of being laid
down with eyes closed or are you doing another method? When I used to listen to the subliminals by
SubliminalShop, I used to do them in my sleep or while working (the raindrop track was helping me
focus)
By perception I do mean 6th sense. It's not like I imagined....it's like I expect things and they happen
that way and I'm not surprised by stuff. Not the lotto, but small stuff. It happens quite a bit.
I mostly follow the rules of laying down with an eye mask, but after awake and Nzt have worked for
me while I'm up and moving.

I have done the Subliminals too and these effects are much more immediate than the Subliminals. I
dose with the long mp3's and the short doses from the app on my tablet.
DrChocolate - September 1, 2017, 12:33 am

Me too. I lay down too. Consuming a cuppa coffee before laying down. Otherwise the binaurals put
me to sleep amd I personally think sleep is a waste of time. That's for binaurals. And for binaurals
only I use me headphones. I went with Arsenic's recommendation of Zenheiser headphones and
they work really good for me.
For subliminals I listen to them on me speaker phone. While am on the go (doing stuff) sometimes I
pair it with me Bluetooth speaker when in the office. But when away from it, I put it on me speaker of
the phone to the max volume.
I haven't tried the binaurals on the go yet. I need to try it. NZT is really good. I second D-Lord. It's
making me quick with the thinking part of me brain and pattern rexognition.
Hope this helps.
ShadowX114 - September 1, 2017, 1:10 am

Thank you for the replies! I will go through the list again and see which ones to try.
DssMaster - September 16, 2017, 9:00 am

Thanks Arsenic and everyone else who contributed in the sharing of these I-Doser audio files. I
haven't yet tried them as of yet, because I want to get myself a good pair of quality headphones first.
I have pair of Sol Republic Tracks headphones, but they are bit bass heavy. They do sound better
than the Beats Solo, which are way too heavy on the bass for my taste.
I am thinking of getting a pair of the Sennheiser HD280 Pro. But I'm debating between that or a pair
of the Bose QC35 which come with active noise cancellation and are wireless as well, but don't want
to buy them without getting to try and see what they sound like first. If anyone here has had the
opportunity to try the Bose QC35 as well the the Sennheiser HD280 Pro, would appreciate a
comparison report.
Kalzon - October 2, 2017, 6:03 am

(04-15-2017 2:22 AM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;I used Bufo Toad yesterday....
Can you suggest good headphones under &#36;80 for listening this ?
Hello Kalpan56, I have Sony XBA A2 . But it goes above 200&#36; , its the phenominal thing which
gives you high and low frequencies like never heard before.
But there is this Zero Audio on Amazon costing around 58&#36;, which is a Japan import. Its locally
made in Japan. The model numbers is ZH-DX220-C. It is high resolution, perfect for generating the
ultra high frequencies from these wav files. Lower frequency responses are awesome too.

(04-12-2017 11:53 AM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Arsenic with another give-away. Hello Arsenic ,
Great work. Let me first download these before they get officially withdrawn from the forums
ShadowX114 - October 18, 2017, 3:42 pm

I'll be blunt, I haven't went back to them yet. I kept procrastinating and seeing that it's been almost 2

months, it's crazy how time passes.
Anyhow,
So last week, when I was talking to my mother, she showed me a clip she stumbled on. It was a
Middle Eastern news report talking about the "danger of digital drugs". Since I wear my bluetooth
headphones most of the time, and my mother knows that I used to listen to "things that relax me"
(which are actually ambient music or nature sound) , she got worried if I'm listening to those "digital
drugs". They showed clips of people laying on the floor and acting aggressively to the hypnosis.
They also showed a glimpse of the website by censoring the logo but it looked familiar.....it was
indeed i-doser.com lol.
I assured her that's not what I listen to but just thought I'd share this story to you guys.
I found it on youtube. I think I'm the only Middle Eastern here but here it is nevertheless: Youtube
link
They show the site at 1:23
They show reaction at 1:52
ok, after typing my whole post, I found an American version:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGP5CqqeALo
For those who tried it, what do you think of their reaction? This is still not going to stop me from
trying the ones I'm curious to try (luckily none of them is related to illegal drugs)
BigDickBandit420 - October 18, 2017, 4:08 pm

Audio can be used to stimulate our brainwaves, for good intent, entertainment, or bad intent.
Look up sound therapy. 528hz is a healing frequency. Tibetan prayer bowls are another form of
brainwave stimulation.
It has the potential to be used maliciously, for good, pure entertainment, and could also drive
people crazy.
I think MKUltra used sound waves to affect peopleâ€™s brains too but Iâ€™m not 100% sure.
Iâ€™d stay away from the crazier stuff myself.
DrChocolate - October 18, 2017, 10:05 pm

I second Bandit. I haven't tried the DRUGS per se.
But am getting positive results from other good things on i-dosers.
BAALhammon - October 18, 2017, 10:40 pm

(10-18-2017 10:42 AM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;I found it on youtube. I think I'm the only Middle
Eastern here but here it is nevertheless:
No you are not bro, saw this news report few months ago and I was laughing my lungs out, then I
was 100% sure that those waves are safe, we have way more dangerous things to worry about in
our country but those politicians are camouflage masters.
ShadowX114 - October 19, 2017, 5:40 am

(10-18-2017 5:40 PM)BAALhammon Wrote: &nbsp;No you are not bro, saw this news report few
months ago and I was laughing my lungs out, then I was 100% sure that those waves are safe, we
have way more dangerous things to worry about in our country but those politicians are camouflage
masters.

My bad lol. I'm assuming you're from Lebanon, since it's a Lebanese channel and you automatically
talked about politicians and said "our country" ?
I told her that, many times, the intention of what they show us is to make things more dramatic to
create fear. And that's exactly what they did to her. She was really worried as if she is certain these
are exactly what I listen to. I briefly explained to her about binaurals and as BDB said, I listen to
things that are beneficial.
To tell you the truth guys, ever since she showed it to me, now I'm more inclined to try these illegal
drugs! I have this curiosity mindset.
BAALhammon - October 19, 2017, 11:33 pm

@shadowX114
You got it right bro but don't tell anyone, you are correct in explaining the her why it was aired, not
sure I pheromones will pop up on news one day all of sudden as chemical weapon, its our country
after all,
Myself I am only waiting for good headphones to resume, ddint get much results from my aliexpress
10 &#36; headphones, end of this month if I didn't fall for apex kitchen pack.
Arsenic - November 27, 2017, 12:16 am

I bought some new I-Doser files and wanted to share them with you guys. Update: I now convert the
WAV files to mp3 to save space. I am now accepting new I-Doser files and can convert them and
upload again for a short period of time.
Now Available:
Masculine Confidence
Social Dominance
Pineal Gland Activation
Third Eye
Cerebral Activation
Super Intelligence
Download:
http://www.mediafire.com/?gxne9n0h6av7z
Abba - November 27, 2017, 1:10 am

Hey Arsenic,
Great to see you're back with iDoser. Is there any way you could upload the .wav files? They are
much better quality.
BTW, if you still have the ones I sent you, I am still I interested in them and you are welcome to post
them for anyone else interested.
Thanks.[/size]
Arsenic - November 27, 2017, 1:32 am

(11-26-2017 8:10 PM)Abba Wrote: &nbsp;Hey Arsenic,
Great to see you're back with iDoser. Is there any way you could upload the .wav files? They are
much better quality.
BTW, if you still have the ones I sent you, I am still I interested in them and you are welcome to post
them for anyone else interested.
Thanks.[/size]

Unfortunately its too much of a hassle to keep the WAV files due to my low disk space and also I
am running out of mediafire space.
Sure thing, I'll dig through my PM's.
EDIT: Abba, please re-send me any doses you want to be converted. I am not able to find the PM. I
only see our convo about another topic. Thanks
DssMaster - November 27, 2017, 2:52 am

Hello Arsenic, reps coming your way...thanks for the additional files added to the folder. Is the
Mediafire space a yearly membership? If so, perhaps members here can chip in so you can
get/maintain a bigger space in order to fit the files in .wav format? The service that you are providing
us by converting these files into a much better format is great to us all here taking advantage, and I
think it's only fair we all donate a small portion to help this collection to be available.
If I can learn how to make the formating of the files, I would like to help out, and upload it to the
folder you have on Mediafire.
PM me if you would like to go that route.
Saiyanprince - November 27, 2017, 3:15 am

(11-26-2017 9:52 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;Hello Arsenic, reps coming your way...thanks for
the additional files added to the folder. Is the Mediafire space a yearly membership? If so, perhaps
members here can chip in so you can get/maintain a bigger space in order to fit the files in .wav
format? The service that you are providing us by converting these files into a much better format is
great to us all here taking advantage, and I think it's only fair we all donate a small portion to help
this collection to be available.
If I can learn how to make the formating of the files, I would like to help out, and upload it to the
folder you have on Mediafire.
PM me if you would like to go that route.
I would pitch in to help. Just discovered the old ones but still will listen to these and them if still
available.
Arsenic - November 27, 2017, 3:18 am

I'm not sure which route I want to go at the moment. Mediafire has 11G for free and I'm at 10.5 now.
If WAV is truly an ongoing demand then yes I probably would need a paid mediafire account which
is &#36;5 billed monthly, or &#36;3.45 per month if it is billed annually. If somebody wants to take on
that payment then be my guest If thats the case then I am happy to migrate all the files and
maintain wav / mp3 folders.
--inline edit--: My other thought is that with all that money, instead, we can buy more I-Doser's and
make due with the mp3 versions. Not a bad tradeoff. --If not, then I will likely create a new mediafire under a different email address and only upload
mp3's. When I listen to subliminals at subliminal-shop.com I always use the FLAC (basically WAV)
format, but honestly with I-Doser I don't think it matters that much, maybe thats just me though. Side
note, anyone who isn't using http://subliminal-shop.com and the forum ( http://subliminal-talk.com )
needs to get on that. They have a bunch of free subs. Realsubliminals are trash. Anyways, thats
what I've been up to lately.
DssMaster let me see how this week goes. I may contact you soon, thanks.
DssMaster - November 27, 2017, 3:25 am

If Mediafire gives you free space per email address, then perhaps you can go that route and have

as many as you can possibly get, as each one reaches its limit. And yes you can contact me when
you get the chance if you decide you want the help. Just need the info as to what program I need to
convert them into the .wav format.
Saiyanprince - November 27, 2017, 3:27 am

(11-26-2017 10:18 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;I'm not sure which route I want to go at the moment.
Mediafire has 11G for free and I'm at 10.5 now. If WAV is truly an ongoing demand then yes I
probably would need a paid mediafire account which is &#36;5 billed monthly, or &#36;3.45 per
month if it is billed annually. If somebody wants to take on that payment then be my guest If thats
the case then I am happy to migrate all the files and maintain wav / mp3 folders.
--inline edit--: My other thought is that with all that money, instead, we can buy more I-Doser's and
make due with the mp3 versions. Not a bad tradeoff. ---

DssMaster let me see how this week goes. I may contact you soon, thanks.
I just seen the price from there website. They are expensive. How long does the download last from
the site and if I purchased one could I email it or something to you?
Arsenic - November 27, 2017, 3:53 am

(11-26-2017 10:27 PM)Saiyanprince Wrote: &nbsp;I just seen the price from there website. They
are expensive. How long does the download last from the site and if I purchased one could I email it
or something to you?
If I remember correctly they are available for 6 months and you can download each file 5 times. The
file is a DRG which is meant to be used with the I-Doser program on your computer. The doses are
&#36;2 to &#36;5 a piece and some come in packs so they're really not thsat expensive (if you go
this route ). Download the DRG files from the website, upload them somewhere like mediafire, and
PM me the link. I will convert the files to mp3 and upload them to my mediafire for everyone to use.
DssMaster - November 27, 2017, 4:19 am

@ Arsenic; I tried AM 6 from subliminal-shop.com and I find it did not work on me as good as I had
hoped. I tried it for the full recommended 6 months. Then I tried (Become The) Alpha Male from
Real Subliminal, the one that was provided to PT members by as3, and I find that it worked on me
better than the one from the subliminal shop. Also would like to note that I followed his
recommendation to read the book as well. I don't think Real Subliminal is trash, perhaps they are
just like mones; some products work really great on some/a majority of people, and not so good at
all on others/a small minority. Not to mention that as3 tried the one from Real Subliminal himself as
well, and did report on how much it contributed in his overall improvement.
I read reports on the subliminal forums from members that ran the full 6 months of AM6, to which
did not work on them as well. I would like to try some of their other products, like SM and the
experimental DMSI, but most of the other subs like SM supposedly only works if you successfully
complete the AM6 module. I'm guessing that not only must it be completed, but also it must had
worked on you in order to progress to others like SM. However, I don't think you need AM6 in order
to use DMSI, as I haven't read anything that says that you do. Not sure what the current status is,
development wise. Hence, the reason I haven't jumped on it. Would like your input if you have tried
SM and/or DMSI.
Arsenic - November 27, 2017, 6:00 am

It seems possible that different products will work differently for each person. May I ask how you
used AM6? ie hours per day, how many days did you listen to each stage, did you take breaks, did
you use headphones or stereo, what volume, etc.
I have found that RealSubliminals tend to have more shallow yet more noticeable effects. What I

mean is that their scripts are so absurdly simple that it is easy for your mind to catch onto it, but they
lack depth and do not stick very well. Their alpha male sub will have you running around thinking
"yeah im the shit! I'm the alpha! people have to respect me!"But you'll lack any actual alpha qualities
whereas AM6 from subliminal-shop will turn you into an alpha - developing self esteem, not needing
validation from others, wanting to do your own thing, never having to prove yourself, a real alpha.
My 2 cents. I am a bit biased as I am on subliminal-talk.com forums a lot but I do recognize
everyone is different.
MarlonEee - December 10, 2017, 11:07 pm

Arsenic, many many thanks to you.
I like I-Doser - i found a way how you can get the drg files that you have to work on any pc. that
would reduce your upload space to max. 200 kb per sequence. with picture and description on every
i-doser application. i could give you a tutorial, personal or in the forum. or you could upload the
useless doses that don't work and I will make a pack that will work and give it to you.
What do you think about it?
Greetings
Arsenic - December 11, 2017, 2:32 am

Hey MarlonEee,
I'm glad you enjoy I-Doser and have found another solution for PC users. If you would like to post
your method here then I'm sure other members would appreciate it and yes I am willing to upload
your files into the repository.
Thanks
MarlonEee - December 11, 2017, 11:30 am

Hi at all, ok i write a tutorial now. Give me one or two hours. it would be great when you can share
your working drg files with all - especially the new ones from 2016 and from november 2017. See
you later. when we work together we can make the collection complete and in high quality, without
converting to wav or the compressed mp3 files... I am happy. I want to help you.
MarlonEee - December 11, 2017, 12:12 pm

Hi all people, here is my tutorial to make the drg files work on every pc.
It is very easy Have Fun and Enjoy. I tested it on my laptop and used the
drg file on my other desktop computer and it works 100%!!!
INSTALLATION:
First Thing you have to do is to download the software called "Drg-Author"
http://drg-author.software.informer.com/download/
After that, install the software. Now you have 2 shortcuts on the desktop.
Delete the one without the administrator shield. Double click on the drg author
shortcut with the Administrator shield.
Now there should be an error message about a missing file called 'comdlg32.ocx'.
Click ok and download the ocx file from

https://www.ocxme.com/download/3269/comdlg32.ocx
write the captcha letters in the box and click "Click here to download your OCX".
Extract the zip file to desktop or somewhere. Cut and paste the downloaded
comdlg32.ocx file in "C:\Windows\System\" folder (i have windows 10 64bit).
Now try to start again the drg_Author. Now there should be the next error message
with a missing file called "MSCOMCT3N.OCX" Cick ok.
Download this ocx file from
http://www.mediafire.com/file/zm2mgyzfhz2/MSCOMCT3N.OCX
Put the MSCOMCT3N.OCX in the same folder like the other one ("C:\Windows\System\")
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------CONVERTING USELESS USED DRG FILES TO USEFULL DRG FILES FOR EVERY PC:
Start DRG_Author with administrator rights.
Open a drg file with a click on the grey button right corner "Open Existing DRG"
Delete ALL the numbers in the textfield right from the text "Custom Code".
Let everything how it is and click on the button in the right bottom corner "Build.DRG File"
Make a special folder for this drg files and call it with the same name like the original dose.
Now it should come a dialog box with the text "Drg Done Have fun". Click ok.
DON'T Open it now in I-Doser. First you have to compress it in a single zip file to make
it useful for other computers. With software like WINRAR.
When you have done this, you can use the created drug file in your i-doser application on this pc.
To do that, copy it (the created *.drg file) in the folder "Documents\Dose Files".
Now open the i-doser application and load the dose. Now it should work.
DONE. YOU MADE A GREAT JOB. Was easy, or? Share your clean (without custom code) drg
files with us
(not the drg file you used, i mean the zipped (compressed) drg file in the .zip file
That will save upload space. Wish you a Nice Day.
MarlonEee - December 17, 2017, 5:42 pm

Ok, when it is too difficult, i could make the work for you all... Just need the useless .drg files that
don't work on other computers. Merry Christmas.
Marlon
DrChocolate - December 29, 2017, 11:37 pm

Just a quick question for anyone who's used 'social dominance' Binaural. Am being EXTREMELY
horny the next day on this Binaural. Been replicated 4 times now. Anyone else seen the same
effect? Thanks in advance.
masterfu678 - January 7, 2018, 3:00 pm

For me, I buy the DRG file from the website but also brought the premium version of the software,
which has the ability to convert DRG files to mp3 in the software, which, obviously, you need to

convert them to mp3 first when you brought the DRG file and then decide if you want to use the
DRG file or not. I usually just delete the DRG files and transfer the mp3 to my Nvidia Shield and
listen to them on that device.
Also, my headphones is Wavez bluetooth headset, it is a fairly good headphone with good noise
cancelling capability. I got it for free when I brought my new gaming laptop.
The company said on their website that if you want the DRG files in mp3 format, you have to use
their own software to convert them, any other softwares will corrupt the mp3 file.
So yes, there is a possibility that your wav files had lost some of the original quality they had. I did
reset, condition, after awake and then NZT, exclusively in that order, and now I felt a lot more sharp
and intelligent than before. I also watched Limitless just to research what I should expect from the
NZT file, and I could say I'm something like what Eddie is in the movie. Learning a foreign language
is a lot more easier.
It might also be the Performix SSTi pill I took. It has fat metabolism and cognitive priming.
I'm planning to listen to the Attract Pack, the spirit sounds (telepathy, ESP, and clairvoyant),
testosterone, and of course, pheromone.
ShadowX114 - January 8, 2018, 2:26 am

(01-07-2018 10:00 AM)masterfu678 Wrote: &nbsp;So yes, there is a possibility that your wav files
had lost some of the original quality they had. I did reset, condition, after awake and then NZT,
exclusively in that order, and now I felt a lot more sharp and intelligent than before.
But you listened to the ones that Arsenic uploaded, correct?
masterfu678 - January 9, 2018, 2:12 am

(01-07-2018 9:26 PM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;But you listened to the ones that Arsenic
uploaded, correct? I listened to the ones I brought and converted. I prefer to obtain them the official
way and support the company.
I do still have the installation file for the premium version of the software, if anyone wants it, PM me.
masterfu678 - January 12, 2018, 7:50 am

So, here is my review of the doses I had listened to, remember that I did not download Arsenic's
uploads, I listened to the ones that I brought and converted to mp3 with the official i-Doser software
premium version. You are supposed to do that anyways if you want full effects, and if a file have no
effects on your brain, there is a good chance that the file had been compressed to the point of
having no effect on the brain, poorly translated, or just downright corrupted. As I said above, I still
have the premium version of their software which can convert mp3s. The premium version of the
software are &#36;20, but from me, it is free. All you have to do after installing that version of the
software is get the doses, convert them to mp3 before listening to them in the software, and transfer
them to your favorite playback device and listen to them again and again without spending anymore
money on that specific dose.
Anyways
Reset and Condition: These are helper doses, Reset will get your brain back to the normal state,
and Condition will get the brain ready for the next dose, nothing more need to say here.
After Awake: I usually listen to this one in combination with Reset and Condition after I wake up. It
gets my brain pumped and cleared. I felt more energetic after listening to this one time. This could

also be looked at as a helper dose for caffeine-ish effects and further enhance the effects of
Condition.
NZT-48: Just like the movie Limitless, this will make my brain become a lot more active than usual. I
had so many genius thoughts one after another. Some of them even exceeded my own
comprehension and expectation, like I was thinking "Wow, did I really just thought of that?" The
thoughts are so crazy that it actually became a little bit unbearable, and kept me awake when I
needed to go to sleep. So, use this one when you needed the brain power, and make sure to do a
Reset on your brain before going to sleep. I'm serious. I'm still trying to get my sleep schedule back
on track right now, it took three listening of Reset to fully clear the effects of NZT-48. I did a
comparision of me on NZT and me without. The energy level is a big difference. I poop out and want
to lay in bed right after 5 hours of waking up. With NZT, I felt like I could go on for days.
Adrenaline, HGH, JuiceIT, Victory: I listened to these in the shorter Sport Enhancement mp3 pack,
which are 15 mins for each file. I usually listen to them before a workout, it certainly makes my body
feels more ready for a workout. I'm planning to ditch the mp3 pack and download the full DRG
version of the doses, which are about 45 mins each. You guys can use this as a replacement for the
pre-workout proteins etc.
Telepathy: This one is 1 hour long. I remember that right after I finished it, I started having throbbing
feelings in my head, it is like a headache but it is not. The description said that I can send a
message to someone, it will be a weak signal if the user was new, but for professionals and
masters, they can implement thoughts and mind control. I can't say for sure that will be the case, I
did try to send a message to my chosen receiver person while I was listening to this, but I don't
know if that person received the message or not. I let the effect of the dose stay in my brain to try to
grasp on what it can do, but in the end, I had to use Reset to clear my head after a day since the
throbbing feeling made me feel miserable. I will try this one again at some point in the future.
Pheromone: Saved the best for the last. We all know what pheromones can do, we all have the real
deal. Right off the bat I would say it gave me confidence, made my dick felt horny, made women
looked better and made me want to have sex with them all or at least talk them into it. It sounds like
the effects of copulins only without the actual copulins molecule on your body. Everything just felt
natural when it comes to women. Even though I say it is similar to the effect of copulins, I would also
say that currently there is no pheromone products or combos that is the exactly the same as this file.
That is all the files I listened so far. Try combining After Wake, NZT-48, and Pheromone together for
a great day. Do remember to Reset your brain after the day ends though, I don't want you guys to
have a messed up sleep pattern.
DrChocolate - January 12, 2018, 9:08 am

Thanks for the review Fu. Repped.
Also, pm sent for the software info. Thanks again.
masterfu678 - January 15, 2018, 6:03 pm

Just a little bit more in depth review of NZT and Pheromone
NZT: After listening to the track, I noticed that lights are much brighter, my sense of taste had
improved, so a possible heighten of senses . I drink Irish Breakfast tea made by Twinings, that tea is
very bitter, and can become hard to swallow if you are drinking it for the first time. However, after a
blast of NZT to my brain, I can taste the hint of floral within the bitterness that I never tasted it before
when my brain is operating at normal conditions. Also, drinking this tea seems to enhance the
effects of NZT even further, maybe just drinking tea in general.

Pheromone: The effects I described previously are still there after letting my brain getting exposed
to this binaural one more time. But I noticed that the longer you are on this binaural, the stronger the
effect becomes. Right after I finished listening, there was a sensation around my penis area, it felt
good. Then after that it is the thoughts of wanting to have sex with women and making all women
looks better. After a day, the effect becomes me randomly having images of sexy ladies popping up
in my mind, some of them are women I know in real life who would never dress in those ways, some
are women I saw on TV, internet etc, and some are just fictional, but do have traits of women I had
seen or know in real life. The feeling of wanting sex is even stronger, you will still feel good, and it
doesn't stop there, this is really a test of limits at this point of how long can you hold it in before
Reset.
Maybe one day I will try Condition+After Wake+NZT+Pheromone with some real pheromone
products of my own on a date, and see what result I get. Will the Pheromone binaural actually
makes you congruent to and/or enhance the pheromone signature of each products?
They also have "Oxytocin", which simulated the effects of Oxytocin, could it also help trigger the
natural Oxytocin in your own brain?
DssMaster - January 16, 2018, 2:56 pm

@ masterfu678; Reps for your great reviews, and thank you for your contribution on this thread,
keep up the great work...
ShadowX114 - January 16, 2018, 5:24 pm

Reps from me too! Which headphones are you using? I have a feeling my noise cancellation
bluetooth headphones are probably neglecting some binaural beats; headphones with wire are
probably the optimal ones.
masterfu678 - January 17, 2018, 1:24 am

(01-16-2018 12:24 PM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;Reps from me too! Which headphones are you
using? I have a feeling my noise cancellation bluetooth headphones are probably neglecting some
binaural beats; headphones with wire are probably the optimal ones.
I was using Waves ear bud, but it is a bluetooth headphone, it works, I only stopped using it due to
it beong uncomfortable in my ear.
I use a wired ear cup headphone now, not a very famous brand, only &#36;20, but it works great.
No need to pay a lot of money for an expansive headphone just for binaurals, save that for actual
music.
and if the binaural beats doesn't seem to work to you, try getting them again the official way. PM me
for the premium version of the software.
DssMaster - January 17, 2018, 4:22 am

(11-27-2017 1:00 AM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;It seems possible that different products will work
differently for each person. May I ask how you used AM6? ie hours per day, how many days did you
listen to each stage, did you take breaks, did you use headphones or stereo, what volume, etc.
Hi Arsenic, sorry for responding so late, I somehow missed your post. I listened to the AM6 file
non-stop thru the night as I slept. I played it on my laptop which I placed next to my bed every night.
And during the day I listened to it via headphones for a session or two. I listened to each stage for
the recommended 32 days before proceeding to the next level. No breaks were taken between each
stage. I used two types of headphones; first one are Samsung earbuds that came with my Samsung
Galaxy phone, and the other pair are the Sol Republic's Tracks, which are similar to the Beats Solo,
but not as bass heavy as the Beats. The volume I used was between 80-100% when I listened to

the tracks thru my laptop, and around 15-20% when I listened thru my headphones.

(01-15-2018 1:03 PM)masterfu678 Wrote: &nbsp;Pheromone: The effects I described previously
are still there after letting my brain getting exposed to this binaural one more time. But I noticed that
the longer you are on this binaural, the stronger the effect becomes. Right after I finished listening,
there was a sensation around my penis area, it felt good. Then after that it is the thoughts of wanting
to have sex with women and making all women looks better. After a day, the effect becomes me
randomly having images of sexy ladies popping up in my mind, some of them are women I know in
real life who would never dress in those ways, some are women I saw on TV, internet etc, and some
are just fictional, but do have traits of women I had seen or know in real life. The feeling of wanting
sex is even stronger, you will still feel good, and it doesn't stop there, this is really a test of limits at
this point of how long can you hold it in before Reset.
I thought the purpose of that track was to make your body produce large amounts of pheromones to
attract the ladies. Have you noticed anything different in the way women behave around you
recently after having listened to the pheromone track a few times?
masterfu678 - January 17, 2018, 4:47 pm

(01-16-2018 11:22 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp; (01-15-2018 1:03 PM)masterfu678 Wrote: &nbsp;
Pheromone: The effects I described previously are still there after letting my brain getting exposed to
this binaural one more time. But I noticed that the longer you are on this binaural, the stronger the
effect becomes. Right after I finished listening, there was a sensation around my penis area, it felt
good. Then after that it is the thoughts of wanting to have sex with women and making all women
looks better. After a day, the effect becomes me randomly having images of sexy ladies popping up
in my mind, some of them are women I know in real life who would never dress in those ways, some
are women I saw on TV, internet etc, and some are just fictional, but do have traits of women I had
seen or know in real life. The feeling of wanting sex is even stronger, you will still feel good, and it
doesn't stop there, this is really a test of limits at this point of how long can you hold it in before
Reset. I thought the purpose of that track was to make your body produce large amounts of
pheromones to attract the ladies. Have you noticed anything different in the way women behave
around you recently after having listened to the pheromone track a few times? From their site:
I-Doser has created an external reverse pheromone, a breakthrough concept that attracts other
through subsection: I-Doser gives you a steady dose of confidence, allure, and ecstasy. A fully
complicated binaural formula that makes you feel more attractive. This natural sentiment will make
you more attractive to your allure through the quality you will emit after dose.
It seems like not what you were thinking, the binaural seems to be making you feel more attractive
and flirty. Some people say it is more like a "sexualized confidence booster". This is useful too, since
I can now simulate a pheromone attraction when I am chatting with a female online.
The"pheromone" is more like a change of mindset rather than emitting actual molecules from your
body. Since we all have the real deal, we can use the products in addition to this and see what
happens.
I'll leave that to you guys, the pheromone experts.
masterfu678 - January 19, 2018, 4:02 pm

I think I might have an idea on how the "Pheromone" track works.
It might be a track that simulate our brain and body's response when we saw a really attractive
member of opposite sex. Because I know that every time we see a hot girl, we immediately start
thinking:"ohh, she is hot/attractive!! I wanna go talk to her and flirt with her", assuming that is what
turns you on. The reason why it felt a lot like copulins because that is what mainly makes a female
attractive. We also know that if we give a fairly looking female some copulins to put on, she will

equally be attractive.
Could also be what our brain's response when we got hit by the pheromones, which you get every
time you put on a pheromone product.
Or it could be a track that tells the brain to make pheromones, like a lot of you originally believe.
Just my theory.
masterfu678 - January 26, 2018, 9:25 pm

Another discovery with After Awake.
This track is 45 minutes, the first 40 minutes are static sounds with a binaural sound that gradually
gets more and more pronounced over time, and the static sound fades away with each time the
binaural sound becomes louder. The last 5 mins are really loud sounds with no statics, I believe this
is the finisher that completely wakes you up.
But you have to listen to the entire 45 minutes to have the full effects of the After Awake. I
remember when I was listening to the first 40 minutes, I slowly felt an energy rush in my body, and
when the last 5 minutes hits, I felt really awake. I dozed off a couple times, but when the last 5
minutes of the track starts, you WILL be awake, no exceptions. If you want to test this theory, try
falling asleep while listening to After Awake. When the last 5 minutes begins, you'll see.
I would also like to retract my earlier review of NZT making me not sleep well. It is was not NZT, it
was After Awake, it is like I drank Monster that have an almost infinite amount of energy rush. So if
you want to sleep, you HAVE to do a Reset or three times.
IdoserPiracy - February 9, 2018, 11:32 pm

Hey, i'm creating a large idoser folder on Mega.nz with all doses i have(222 doses), they are in mp3
format and in unlinked drg and sbg format as well, and yes you can unlink a dose from your pc, or
send to someone(i can do this if someone have a drg file that i don't have and get a mp3 file of it,
wav is usually heavier than mp3) to unlink them.
i saw that there is some link of wav and mp3 files that i don't have(attract pack, and some others in
mp3 in a mediafire folder), if someone have the drg to them please send me a private,email me or
reply this post, the drg can be linked to the computer i'll unlink them if necessary
BigDickBandit420 - February 10, 2018, 12:25 am

(02-09-2018 6:32 PM)IdoserPiracy Wrote: &nbsp;Hey, i'm creating a large idoser folder on Mega.nz
with all doses i have(222 doses), they are in mp3 format and in unlinked drg and sbg format as well,
and yes you can unlink a dose from your pc, or send to someone(i can do this if someone have a
drg file that i don't have and get a mp3 file of it, wav is usually heavier than mp3) to unlink them.
i saw that there is some link of wav and mp3 files that i don't have(attract pack, and some others in
mp3 in a mediafire folder), if someone have the drg to them please send me a private,email me or
reply this post, the drg can be linked to the computer i'll unlink them if necessary
The account name made me think iDoser is coming for their property

IdoserPiracy - February 10, 2018, 12:54 am

(02-09-2018 7:25 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;The account name made me think iDoser is
coming for their property
Exactly the opposite xD

IdoserPiracy - February 10, 2018, 1:54 am

There you go. http://bit.ly/Idoserpiracy
Including all in .drg,sbg and mp3 format except the ones with (only wav or mp3)
Updated 09.02.2018:
-Beauty
-Family Energy
-Friends Energy
-Home Energy
-Love Energy
-Travel Energy
-Attract Money(wav only)
-Attract Love(wav only)
-Attract Sucess(wav only)
-Attract Power (wav only)
-Masculine Confidence(mp3 only)
-Pineal Gland Activation(mp3 only)
-Social Dominance(mp3 only)
-Super Intelligence(mp3 only)
-Third Eye(Mp3 only)

Antianxiety:
-Calm me
-Confidence
-SocialPlus
AntiDepressant:
-5HTP
-AntiSad
-QuickHappy
Condition:
-Condition
Drug:
-Absinthe
-Acid
-Adrenaline
-Alcohol
-Bath salts
-BrainPlus
-Budder
-BufoToad
-Cheese
-Cliff Hanger
-Cocaine
-Codeine
-Crystal Meth
-Dexies

-GHB
-Hasg
-Heroin
-Inhalant
-Khat
-Kratom
-LSD
-Marijuana
-Methadone
-Nicotine
-Nitrous
-OverDose
-PCP
-Poppers
-RAVE
-Roofie
-Speed
-Speedball
-Trip
-White Crosses
-YaBa
Enhance
-AfterAwake
-Focus
-Gray Gone
-Inspire
-Lullabye
-MemoryPlus
-Quit
-Reset
-Student
-Suggestibility
-Timelapse
-Unwind
-You-Choose
Fictional
-Bloodthistle
-Ephemerol
-Moloko Plus
-Neuroin
-Nuke
-NZT
-Skooma
-Spice Melange
-Substance D
-"V"
Game Enhancer

-Game Enhancer (Action)
-Game Enhancer (Adventure)
-Game Enhancer (Casual)
-Game Enhancer (Fighting)
-Game Enhancer (Music)
-Game Enhancer (Racing)
-Game Enhancer (RPG)
-Game Enhancer (Shooter)
-Game Enhancer (Sports)
-Game Enhancer (Strategy)
Halluciogenic:
-Amanita
-Ayahuasca
-Bromo-Dragonfly
-Datura
-Ketamine
-Morning Glory
-Nightshade
-Nutmeg
-Peyote
Premium:
-A-Bomb
-BlackSunshine
-Gate of Hades
-Hand of God
-Krokodil
-Meow Meow
-Nbomb
-Sizzurp
-Sleep Paralysis
-ZeroGravity}
Prescription:
-Ambie
-Darvo
-DMT
-DXM
-Fentanyl
-Klono
-Melatonin
-Oxy
-Scopolamine
-Valim
-Vico
-Xanax
-Zolo
Pure:

-Alpha
-Beta
-Delta
-Gamma
-Theta
Recreational:
-Adrenochrome
-Molly
-Morphine
-Opium
Quick:
-AcidQH
-AnesthesiaQH
-AstralQH
-BrainPlusQH
-CocaineQH
-DivinorumQH
-EcstasyQH
-HashQH
-HeroinQH
-LSDQH
-LucidQH
-MarijuanaQH
-MultipleOQH
-NitrousQH
-OpiumQH
-OrgasmQH
-OutofBodyQH
-PeyoteQH
-SpeedQH
-TripQH
Rx:
-Dila
Sedative:
-Anesthesia
-AntiMigraine
-Chloroform
-Content
-Demerol
-Downer
-Kava
-Nirvana
-NoAnger
-Quaalude

-Serene
-Tranquil
Sense:
-Hear
-See
-Smell
-Taste
-Touch
Sexual:
-AfterGlow
-Aphrodisiac
-Ecstasy
-Excite
-Extend
-First Love
-HandFree Orgasm
-Masochist
-MultipleO
-OControl
-Orgasm
-Pheromone
-Viagra
Sleep:
-Hibernate
-Insomniac
-Lucid Dream
-Sleep Angel
Spiritual:
-Abduction
-Astral
-AuraPlus
-Chakra
-Chakra Ajna
-Chakra Muladhara
-Chakra Sahasrara
-Chakra Swadhisthana
-Clairvoyance
-ESPPlus
-Kundalini
-Out of Body
-Precognition
-Telepathy
-Thornapple
-White Sage

Steroid:
-HGH
-JuiceIT
-Victory
Stimulant:
-Adderall
-Aftermath
-AlertPlus
-AMT
-AntiNausea
-Capsaicin
-Chakra Total
-Crack
-DietPlus
-Divinorum
-Energizer
-Ether
-French Roast
-Genesis
-Ginko
-HangoverCure
-Helium
-Prozium
-Ritalin
-SugarRush
-Taurine
-Yerba Mate
DssMaster - February 10, 2018, 3:20 am

@ IdoserPiracy; Thanks for making your files folder available to all members on this thread, and
reps to you as well
P.S. Isn't it better to just upload the files in their original drg format to save valuable space? Then all
that's needed is for members to download the drg files they are interested in, and convert them into
mp3 files using the copy of I-Doser Premium software provided by masterfu678.
IdoserPiracy - February 10, 2018, 3:25 am

(02-09-2018 10:20 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;@ IdoserPiracy; Thanks for making your files
folder available to all members on this thread, and reps to you as well
P.S. Isn't it better to just upload the files in their original drg format to save valuable space? Then all
that's needed is for members to download the drg files they are interested in, and convert them into
mp3 files using the copy of I-Doser Premium software provided by masterfu678.
I'm still halfway to the free mega.nz upload limit, but if in the future it's needed...btw the premium
software is in the mega as well
DssMaster - February 10, 2018, 3:36 am

Ah ok, good to know then, and thanks for letting me know about the inclusion of the I-Doser
Premium software as well. That's quite a collection you got there

IdoserPiracy - February 10, 2018, 3:41 am

(02-09-2018 10:36 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;Ah ok, good to know then, and thanks for letting
me know about the inclusion of the I-Doser Premium software as well. That's quite a collection you
got there
i'm hoping to get more doses by sharing thoses doses, that's why i put my email on the mega.nz
and post this here and all of this.
IdoserPiracy - February 10, 2018, 5:17 pm

Does anyone have MULTIMILLIONAIRE dose i'm looking for it?
ChineseChocolate - February 14, 2018, 2:30 am

THANKS!!!
Awesome selection....Thanks again for enable everyone here to enjoy the benefits!!
CC
masterfu678 - March 23, 2018, 4:02 am

So let's talk about Telepathy, here is the description on the i-doser site.
"This is a great addition to our highly popular spirit line of doses. Telepathy helps open channels to
achieve mind to mind communication, and with practice can help achieve links between multiple
minds. This is a good starting dose to help tune and practice psychic powers. You should choose a
receiver before administrating the dose, and concentrate on the message you wish to send to your
receiver both before and after dose administration. Beginners may only be able to send weak
signals to their receiver, while masters may reach multiple receivers and possibly achieve thought
implanting and mind control."
I bolded and made those words red because that is the main thing we are talking about here. I'm
gonna do this in the normal pheromone review style, but we are reviewing binaurals.
So I did have a couple targets, one is JM, and another one is ER. JM is a caucasian female that I
had been trying to befriend with but it is very difficult, I even used a whole bunch of pheromone
products around her and her behavior still didn't change much. She is another one of those tough
nut to crack.
ER is a beautiful Colombian female, she is also my co-worker, and drove me to work a few times.
She is a girl that does things by tradition and can't tolerate people being impolite, also she is really
well mannered.
I listened to Telepathy only once, while I was listening, I first chose JM as my target. I meditate and
thought about her, and repeated my intentions of wanting her to be my friend over and over again.
Now, you can't expect this to be blatant, as thought implementation or mind control happens in the
subconscious mind, you don't know if the target are affected until they show a behavior change. The
next time I saw JM, I have noticed that she was warmer to me than usual, more friendly, and it was
easier to bond with her, perhaps the intended purpose of Telepathy worked?
I let the effects of the binaurals stayed with me for a day. When my brain was on this binaural, I had
this throbbing headache that doesn't go away, it is like my head are about to explode, but not. If you
guys listened to this, see if you have the same effect.
Onto ER, the same day after I listened to the binaural and letting it stay with me for a day. ER was
driving me to work, and I decided to test the Telepathy on her, so I tried to implement a thought in

her to wanting be my friend. She didn't have any reaction at the time, so I thought Telepathy didn't
really work on her, and gave up. But, just a couple day ago, when I was at work, my co-workers
were teasing me, and ER just blurted out "stop being mean to my man." Everyone in the room
opened their eyes with surprise, and some of them even said: "lol masterfu, she said that you are
her man." ER then said:" I use this term loosely." Which further brought more surprised faces.
Personally I think she was trying to cover up her feelings, only time will tell.
I was not wearing any mones that day, or on any binaurals, not even the Pheromone binaural, just
myself. I think ER's behavior that day might be the result of my thought implementation I did a few
weeks ago. But overall, Telepathy is really a different animal to tame. It is like we are trying to be
someone who has psychic abilities, but we don't know what they feel like since not everyone has the
psychic gift.
kostas - March 23, 2018, 2:54 pm

(04-15-2017 12:34 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;I use Sennheiser HD 280 Pro's. They are &#36;100,
however. I can't recommend any other headphone under &#36;80 because I have no experience.
Only recommendation - Anything but Beats headphones.
I uploaded Confidence earlier. I'm about to upload Adderall and chakra for you I don't have the
others that you linked to, but if you are willing to pay for them then PM me with the files and I will
convert them for you.
I'm in the process of converting about a dozen more for you guys. Most of the idoser files in my
mediafire have been downloaded 30+ times so I'm guessing a few of you like them Can i download
it for free? I tried from the mediafire,and it says that i got to pay or create an account if its over than
10 GB.
What should i do?
DssMaster - March 24, 2018, 3:00 am

Haven't had the chance to put any of the I-doser files to the test. Only gave a quick run just to see
what they are like, but when I did I was sitting on my computer, not laying down as it is
recommended to do. At the moment I am testing some subliminals by a different maker.
I did finally get a pair of Sennheiser HD 280 Pro's headphones, and I gotta say...they are certainly
worth the &#36;100 I paid for them on Amazon. These headphones are not bass heavy as the Sol
Republic Tracks headphones I own. But I actually prefer them not bass heavy, as those type of
headphones usually muffle the other frequencies as a result. The 280 Pro's are much more
comfortable to wear for longer periods of time as well, as the ear muffs sit around your ears, and not
on top of them like the Beats and Sol Republic Tracks do. Another plus about the Sennheiser pair is
that they provide better sound/noise isolation, as they provide a better seal around your ears, which
the other brands mentioned do not.
And one thing I discovered about the 280 Pro's, is that you can make them a bit bass heavy if you
play with the equalizer settings in your computer/audio system. Most mp3 players don't have a way
to adjust the different frequencies, but I can do so when I play music on my PC.
The trick is to give them a proper burn in, usually done by letting them plugged into your
computer/audio system playing music non-stop for a couple of days. I did that for a couple of nights
when I first got them. And I must say, the bass seems deeper, and definitely much cleaner than
what you get on the Beats or Sol Republic type headphones. This particular model, the Sennheiser
HD 280 Pro has been around for close to a decade now, and I can see why, because they have
definitely proven themselves in the industry, and are a favorite for studios and DJ's alike.

The only negative I have to say about them, is the long heavy cord they come with. But then again,
that is only a negative if you choose to use these with your mp3/smart phone when you're out and
about. The reason for the long cord is to give the user freedom of movement when in a studio or DJ
environment, which is what they were originally designed for. Would be great to see Sennheiser
make a remake of this same model with a jack connector to allow the user to choose and switch the
cord type and length, just like some headphone manufacturers (Sol Republic Tracks) are doing
nowadays.
masterfu678 - March 29, 2018, 7:10 pm

So I would like to remind everyone that you do not stack too many effects of binaurals at once.
I had Condition+After Awake+NZT-49+Condition+Cerebral Activation+Telepathy all at once, and I
thought I could just get the 1 hour Telepathy session over with and Reset, but I felt like I can't even
breath, it is that kind of feeling where you ate too much food or after a really hardcore workout, my
chest just felt heavy and something was pressing on it. I had to stop Telepathy midway and Reset.
The first few minutes of Reset, I immediately felt a lot better, I listened to Reset twice just to be sure
that my brain was cleared of all the effects.
So yea, this is kind of like a review of Reset, it does wonders when you need to return to your
normal self or when you are struggling due to stacking too much binaurals.
Also, I mentioned a new binaural I acquired in this post, Cerebral Activation. It is supposed to
activates your brain and improve all functions of your brain (speech, memory etc). I-Doser said that
it can also help open your Third Eye. I think a Condition+Cerebral Activation+NZT-48 is a great
combination, haven't tried it yet but I just have this feeling. Also Condition+Cerebral
Activation+Telepathy, I did try this one, I had an easier time focusing on the thoughts I want to send
to my receiver(s), felt like it was a breeze.
DssMaster - March 30, 2018, 1:25 am

@ masterfu678: Thanks for your latest findings, I tried to rep you, but I need to spread the love
before I'm allowed to again...
Keep us posted if you try that combo you mentioned.
masterfu678 - March 30, 2018, 3:47 pm

(03-29-2018 8:25 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;@ masterfu678: Thanks for your latest findings, I
tried to rep you, but I need to spread the love before I'm allowed to again...
Keep us posted if you try that combo you mentioned. I already have a scenario planned out where I
try this. Playing RTS games such as Starcraft 2. This game might had appeared in the media a
couple times since South Korean are hardcore about it.
To be competitive in this game, you need fast reaction and excellent multi tasking skills plus good
strategies. So I could see that this combo would work since my brain will be enhanced. I would
improve but probably not to the point of those eSports pros.
DrChocolate - April 12, 2018, 12:41 am

Am starting to see how these work, but am still learning. A lot of the pure drg files don't work on me
for some reason. But Ecstasy quick hit played in me phone DEFO works for me. Gives me the
mdma effect and I KNOW how mdma behaves on me. To test this even more, I fapped purposely
multiple times and then listened to it again. And yep, am horny again. Lol. So yeah, it works.
The trick for me that works, is, I have to concentrate on the vibrating sound. NOT me breathing,
NOT me heart beat, NOT me count down or up. But the vibrating sound. But unfortunately, I can
only conclude that ecstasy QH is the only one that does work for me in a logical sense I can

comprehend. I tried the same method with Crystal Meth full drg file. And it didn't work. Same test
strategy. Am still learning.
If I can get these effects with these Binaural beats without ACTUALLY DOING these drugs, man I
found a massive gem. I can do them and not worry about me drug tests am doing at work. Smile
A massive thank you for Arsenic the OP for sharing this.
DrChocolate - April 27, 2018, 9:40 pm

Pasted from me journal
I-dosers
Am STILL learning these, but I find the shorter the clips are, the more effective they are for me.
Also, volume level has a significant impact for the efficacy. And it seems low medium is the perfect
level for me. If I'd go from 0 to 10 I'd say 4 is the best optimum level. And I tried different sound
settings and amplification of the sounds. Seems to me it's better if those settings and amplification
are COMPLETELY switched off.
When I bought the premium software, they gave me a few doses for free. "French roast" being one
of'em. And it's only 5 minutes long. It's similar to a coffee shot for me. "French roast" I-doser plus a
banana in the morning after a 4 to 6 hour sleep, wakes me up to full swing. And that's WITHOUT a
coffee.
I find the longer the i-doser clip is, the less effective it is for me. The phone software has shorter
versions of i-doses, and they work better for me. Except the fact that they have songs layered on the
dose and quiet frankly, I wish they didn't do that. Cos them songs're annoying TBH. That's for me
though. Could be different to u.
avi - May 2, 2018, 10:15 am

Has anyone else tried Telepathy , except @masterfu678?
@masterfu , is there any progress with Telepathy?
Send from LG G4 with Tapatalk
masterfu678 - May 13, 2018, 12:20 am

(05-02-2018 5:15 AM)avi Wrote: &nbsp;Has anyone else tried Telepathy , except @masterfu678?
@masterfu , is there any progress with Telepathy?
Send from LG G4 with Tapatalk
From my response to you in PM.
Well, I can't really tell. I end up doing Condition+Cerebral Activation+Telepathy on ER for a week
straight, about 2 hours and 5 mins for each session, then I stopped because I did what I had to do
and moving on to a new girl, also the sessions really drains me. You can't really tell unless you can
read their minds and have psychic powers, this is not like the pheromones where the hits can be
seen physically.
But she was friendlier toward me than usual, and she didn't get hit much with my pheromones.
masterfu678 - June 8, 2018, 8:34 pm

Ok now it is time for Condition+Cerebral Activation+NZT-48 review.

So yes, a very good combination, not only did my five senses improved, speech was extremely
clear and precise in expressing my though process. Plus the effect of NZT-48, which also gives me
great idea.
But of course, if you don't know how to do something in the first place, this binaural combo won't
change anything.
I tried this combo before taking a test called the DLAB. It is a test for the US military to test your
ability to learn a foreign language, with a made up language (gibberish). It is pretty hard, and even
with this combo, I still can't understand 70% of the questions on the test. This test is not something
that you can study, so that is that. You won't suddenly be passing this test just because you
enhanced your brainwave with binaural that simulate a fictional smart drug.
However, if you DO know how to do something, then this combo will make you do that thing a
whole lot better., you are smarter, you are stronger, you are better.
Yordy - July 14, 2018, 10:58 am

(02-10-2018 12:17 PM)IdoserPiracy Wrote: &nbsp;Does anyone have MULTIMILLIONAIRE dose
i'm looking for it? I'm also searching for it did you find it?
IdoserPiracy - July 18, 2018, 4:15 am

(07-14-2018 5:58 AM)Yordy Wrote: &nbsp;I'm also searching for it did you find it? Nope :/
Yordy - July 18, 2018, 12:21 pm

(07-17-2018 11:15 PM)IdoserPiracy Wrote: &nbsp;Nope :/ I was going to buy it but it said its 2.40
extra and in my country that is a lot of money its probably worth it tho
IdoserPiracy - July 26, 2018, 1:39 am

(07-18-2018 7:21 AM)Yordy Wrote: &nbsp;I was going to buy it but it said its 2.40 extra and in my
country that is a lot of money its probably worth it tho If you buy it please send to me the drg file, i
crack it to be free to anyone to use it
Kaitdani729 - August 17, 2018, 4:40 pm

I wish you would upload that whole Idoser list on Spotify!!
Iâ€™ve been wanting to try the family energy and friends energy for awhile!
Johnmitri - November 5, 2018, 9:11 am

@ IdoserPiracy:thank you so much for the link,do you have the 30min. dose Slenderize(mp3 and
drg.)if so can you please give us the link to download it,thanx!!!

